Introduction
It is well known that commercial banks especially retail banking plays a crucial role in any national economy. The role of financial intermediation in the real economy is crucial for economic growth and prosperity. Financial intermediaries represent financial institutions through which savers can indirectly provide funds to borrowers. 1 The correlation between distributed retail secured and unsecured retail loans in one side and the role of deposits base in other side are directly linked to aggregate consumption which is the main GDP component in any economy. Therefore, analyzing the differences and similarities between Macedonian and Albanian banking system respectively retail segment is the main goal of this research.
Retail banking is very broad concept in nature. It expresses the dealing of commercial banks with individual consumers both in assets and liabilities. By the definition, retail banking represents "typical massmarket banking in which individual consumer use local branches of large commercial banks. Services offered include savings and checking accounts, mortgages, personal loans, debit/credit cards and certificate of deposits (CD) 2 . Consumers in different position in terms of monthly income versus monthly expenses have different structure and consumption behavior. It is well known that coverage ratio represent the ground not only to economist to analyze the welfare of the households as fundamental economic units in any real economy, but also alter the commercial banks to review projections with demand and supply of credit products. 
The main Characteristics of Macedonian and Albanian Banking System
Comparison of banking system of countries that have almost same economic volume is carries out in parallel to highlight the main similarities and differences between them. The aim of comparison is to provide information related to banking sector and how the sector have evolved in last decades.
 Universal Banking -Types of Banking that combines the characteristic of both commercial and investment Banking  Dominant Sector within the financial System -The commercial banks dominate the Albanian financial system with more than 95.5%, whilst the commercial banks manage more than 92% of the Macedonian financial system  Mainly Foreign Owned -the commercial banking structure in the republic of Macedonia mainly foreign owned. 12 out of 17 banks are foreign capital. While, the commercial banks in the republic of Albania represent almost the same structure, where 14 out of 16 banks are foreign owned.
 Presence of well recognized banking Brands -The Macedonian banking structure mainly is dominated by regional banking brands NLB, NBG etc with exception of Societe Generale.
The Albanian banking landscape is dominated with more worldwide recognized banking brands as Raiffeisen, Societe Generale, Credit Agricole, Intensa san Paulo, American Bank and some regional recognized banking brand.
 Over domination of banking system by three banks -Even though the market structure of the Macedonia banking sector is structured as perfect competition, three large banks dominate the credit market with 67.6% of credits and 70.3% of deposits.
The Albanian banking sector is lead by three main banks that control 58.5% of credi ts and 60.5% of deposits. 
Credits Distributed to Economy
In the last decades the banking industry in the transition countries especially in Macedonia and Albania has shown a rapid change. The continuous regulation of the deregulated banking sector has opened the way to the commercial banks to apply proactive strategy and to reimburse the optimism which was lost during the period of transition. The highly increased competition in last year's in this industry, at the same time the pressure of the foreign and domestic stockholders that applies to the banks management, has mobilized the banking sector to be a more vigilant and flexible in order to achieve a stated goal. For this reason, the strategies of commercial banks seem to be the main tool to fulf ill the projected targets and to survive in volatile economy and competitive environment.
This dynamic of change that began in the middle of the past decade continued with rapid growth until the appearance of the global financial crisis, to slow down there after and continue with a moderate growth pace. This period of rapid growth of the so-called "boom" period by commercial banks, restructured lending markets and increased indebtedness of enterprises and citizens. In the meantime, the rapid indebtedness period of the citizens followed by economic instability so-called "BUST" period that caused serious problems and consequences on the quality of credit portfolio as well as in personal finances of clients. 
Deposit Base
In the last decade total deposits has consistently followed a rising trend, even after the global financial crisis of the year 2007 -2009 the deposits base in commercial banking in both countries remain stable As we can seen from table below both countries shows increasing trend in deposits base. However, the Albanian banking system compare to Macedonia has more deposits potential for lending activities. 
Total Credits Distributed

Key Financial indicators of banking Industry
Key financial ratios can shed light on how a banks, in this particular research how banking system of both countries earns its money. As we can see from the table below there are some similarities and differences between countries. 
Credit Quality
Capital Adequacy Ratio
Profitability of Commercial Banking
Comparison of Macedonian to Albanian Retail banking Structure
The data obtained from National Bank of Macedonia and National Bank of Albania provides a comprehensive approach in order to compare and analyze Macedonian and Albanian retail banking structure. Each important aspects of each market are explored in order to find out the potentials as well as strategies applied by commercial banks in both countries. Table 11 .
Retail Deposits
Retail deposits (mill EUR
Retail deposits as the main source (cheapest) plays tremendous role in commercial banking in both countries. The data shows that the retail deposits in both banking system shows upstream curve However, the Albanian retail deposits structure compare to Macedonia shows advantage of 3 billion euro i n the total value As we can see from the table Macedonia retail banking market structure is over dominated by unsecured retail loans where the ratio between secured and unsecured retail loans 25/75. While, Albanian Retail markets is over dominated by secured loans where ratio between secured and unsecured loans is 69/31. This data shows that commercial banks in Macedonia are exposed more in credit risk as result of high percentage of unsecured loans in total portfolio. Even though the retail credit to retail deposit ratio is not a significant indicator to measure deposits usages in term of retail banking since retail deposits as predominate source of entire deposits also is the main source of corporate lending. This ratio is key indicator to percept and to understand the general strategies of commercial banks in term of lending. As we can see from data retail banking segment in Macedonia behaves more aggressively compare to Albania in the retail market place.
Retail Banking Product Structure
The presence of well recognized banking brands and licensing of commercial banks to issue global card brands gave a remarkable power in development in cards market in both countries. Moreover, the last passed law for electronic payments spurred the usage of cards and caused a numerous innovation in the commercial networking. Debit cards as well as well as credit cards an essential cotemporary retail product with multidimensional functions plays a crucial role in nowadays business world. According to recent data from NBRM number of cards issued by commercial banks has exceed 1.103.636 which indicates that the Macedonian card market is achieved saturation phase at the same time the electronic payments system as a result of issued card have made a huge progress. The data from NBoA shows that number of cards issued by commercial banks in Albania achieved 687.597. The total number of issued cards shows that Albanian Credit market is in growth stage, which means there are a room and potential market for accelerated growth.
If we analyze the credit card structure there is a huge diffe rence between Macedonia and Albanian retail banking structure. The Macedonian credit card market is in saturation phase where commercial bank with UP sell strategy tries to increase the market growth. While, based upon the figures it seems that Albanian commercial banks did not push the credit card markets even though there are a tremendous opportunities in this segment. 
Conclusion
At a time when the standard of living of the citizens is endangered because of the deepening economic crisis, the data shows that Macedonian citizens borrowing more unsecured retail loans. If total citizens borrowing achieve almost 1.3 billion euro, almost 40 percent off total structure of retail portfolio belongs to consumer loans. Moreover, the credit cards portfolio at the end of may 20012 reached to 200 million Euro which is second predominant required and predominate weight in entire retail structure if to this adds portfolio of 77 million in overdrafts it is clear that two third of the Macedonian retail structure is consisted from unsecured loans. This data show that citizens of Macedonia had borrowed from bank s in order to fulfill the general needs respectively purchasing durable and non durable goods as well as to pay the current bills.
Unlike Macedonia Albanian retail banking structure shows opposite direction, where secured loans mainly housing loans over dominated the Albanian retail banking structure. The structure ratio 69/31 is a
